
August 
to 
September

Careers and Employability

Webinars 2023
Wednesday 9 August

.

12.00–1.00pm

12.00–12.45pm

Seeking Part-Time and Casual Work

Tuesday 15 August

Looking for part-time / casual work while you study? Learn job search strategies, 
how to access the hidden job market and how to prepare a job application.

12.00–1.00pm 

Tuesday 22 August

 Applying for Graduate Programs or Government jobs? Learn how

Resumes and Cover Letters That Stand Out Thursday 24 August
Come along to find out how to write job applications that employers will be 
excited to read. There is an art to this. Let us show you how.

12.00–1.00pm

12.00–1.00pm

Thursday 7 September

12.00–1.00pm

Blitzing the Job Interview

Find out how to answer those tricky questions, as well as how to perform well in 
online interviews so you can blitz that interview.

Thursday 14 September 

12.00–1.00pm

How do you find out which employers are hiring? What are the range of jobs and how 
do you answer Key Selection Criteria? Learn how far and wide your degree can take you. 

Careers and Employability

federation.edu.au/studentcareers 
edge@federation.edu.au

03 5327 9910 |  Ballarat and Wimmera 
03 5122 6425 |  Gippsland and Berwick 
07 3727 3309 |  Brisbane

Federation.edu.au
1800 333 864 (1800 FED UNI)

To register for workshops and webinars:

Head to federation.edu.au/current-students/
events to find more information on the above 
sessions.

You can also add the events to your calendar, or 
register for reminders prior to the event start.

Disclaimer: Information correct at the time of printing (February 2022). and subject to change.  Produced by 
Federation University Australia, Student Connect. Federation University Australia programs are delivered with 
Victorian and Commonwealth Government funding. CRICOS Provider No. 00103D. National RTO Code: 4909. 
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Federation.edu.au
1800 333 864 (1800 FED UNI) 

International phone: +61 3 5327 9018

#feduni /feduniaustralia

Learn about Federation Advantage and the Mentor Advantage Program
Would you benefit from volunteering to gain experience, or from having a Mentor 
who can introduce you to the world of work? Come learn about these FREE programs. 

Thursday 10 August

5 million Australian professionals now access LinkedIn and most recruiters use this 
tool to recruit. Learn our tips for creating an inspiring LinkedIn profile. 

Maximising Your LinkedIn Impact

Building Your Personal Brand

Are you looking to differentiate yourself in a crowded job market? Our expert
speakers from Ernst & Young will guide you in how to stand out from the crowd. 
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